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PERFORZC‘AHCE 0F S'IAKESP‘MRS

PERFORI-‘AHCE OF SHAKESPEARE SERIES DY STUDENTS! New Students:

We have to hear our first attempt at performance.

and we shall repeat these attempts after having some sugges-

tioné. Therefore. I \‘mt those of you who have to perform I

to go may and try to rehearse and prepare“ You have to be

very conscious of the grounds on which you have to act. and

you :7th not rel'y upon the excitement of tho moment. It is

a very good thing, and very necessary sometimes, but if no

only have excitement, we‘aro not actors, and it can hocome

something very bad. Therefore. this excitement must have

definito grounds. I want to see how much you will Be ablo

to combine those filings. atmosphere. objective, and so on,

and this is what I want you to prepare.

We have to hear the students and not only to [get

certain impressions but we lmvo. by hearing them. to prepare

some suggestions on tho basis of our method. when I ask you

to give suggestions, I ask for concrete help based on our

Method. and, therefore. by listening try to find the best

means with which you can help then.

1. Othello Sam and mm] Lou

2. Romeo and Juliet Kurd and nary Lou

3. Dormant of Venice iioody and Dennis

"r. Girdle ' Kurd and Valerie
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I want you first cg." all to remember that this is

not a performance, but a lesson, and therefore we have to

take the whole perfonmnce from that point of View. How to

help by the means of the method. Write down suggestions and

think "them through. I want you to say something which you

think is the most important and most helpful for them.

Surreestiono and Comments:

 

L\1_afll

There is something in general which seems to ma

might: be helpful. K'Jatching and lietcning I felt that the

words were not justified — that for this tremendous richness

and imagery and conceit you were not. as actors, justified

in speaking those words; and that more imagination must be

brought to bear to make the words live and to make the scenes

live. It seemed very like the problem of the part where you

have a rich form which you have to mat-:0 live. These scenes

must really live as drone.

Another thing which might help. It seemed to me

that there was a lack. of objective or psychological gesture

between the characters, that very often they we‘re just solo-

ists speaking, and the psychological gesture or objective

under the words had not been found. I noticed that espec-

ially in Romeo and Juliet.

Another thing that might help would be if you would
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ginc the scenes as from the audience. If you could

sit down and be the person sgy in the last row of the

gallery. Jisténing and watching the performance. I think

that you would find that many novements were wrong, wany

pauses too short. I think you should ct the audience's

 

View. and it would help in general.

Deatricox

Alan has said the three things that I had in mind.

I would only perhaps add that there is so much in Shakes—

peare that is significant. that perhaps you should have been

more simple in movement.

7 ulx

 

 

Concerning thc first Othello. The first point I

have may be just conéidered a suggestion. When the actors

were asked to so into the other room and hrepare themselves.

I thought especially for that scone and also for The Ecr—

chant of Venice, that it would have been good had the actors

been fully prepared as characters when they came in.

The second point is contact. I had a feeling as

audience that the first Othello wés talking throuxh his Des—

dcmcna. I think I am right in L

 

gining Sam gave his Othello

two pointsof viaw. Sometimes in his spcuk'ng he did not

even want to include Deudcmona — she was not there. At

 

other times he was definitely ta mg to her, but all through
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I got the impression ho was talking through his Dosdemona,

and she was not a living person to him.

The third point is just an enlargement on what

Alan said and that was concerning the emotions which Othello

in this scene has to arouse. The emotions demanded in this

scene are terrific. They are running very near King Lear.

and for that I would suggest exercising the osychological

gesture.

The fourth point: The Romeo and Juliet pauses.

Hurd in both his pieces of work must watch the desire to drag

pauses. This will be helped by exercising a feeling of rhyth“.

If you can catch the rhythm underlying the sccno, you would

make a pause no longer than is comfortable for the audience.

Do not fall into the trick of recitation. Once you are on

the stage, forgot miss Crowther, but act. and if that part of

your technique is not right by then, it is too late. Once

you are on the stage you are an actor and not a recitcr.

This next point is a question of style. I do not

see Shakespeare‘s conception of Romeo and Juliet being too

such young and beautiful individuals. haybc I am wrong. I

ask you to consider whether or not more fire or temperament

of an epic rather than a lyric quality could be givon to

your audience, because it is this fire which wakes the trag—

edy of Romeo and Juliet. The warfare between the two houses

and the fire which produces this amazing love. It is a love
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pretation. The fierchant of Venice is zguin a question of
 

u.
intorprexation from my point of View. AL first I used to

think it was drama, but now I have come to think that The

rchant of Venice is comedy. It 5911 short and went into

thg rhythm of drama nearly all the time, making it a little

too dramatic. Ono other point: Watch your hands. You have

a habit of putting your hands over your face. I want fie 509

your face.

 

Chekhov:

r
4

cu Rust define tho sunsestion: from the naint of“u _

View of Method, not from the standpoint of interyrutation.

 

. filmhirstx

I would survfist San working for contact quite der-9‘, .

 

initely witfi Desdcmona in the scene. ‘or instance, every

time she moves to or away from you that must have some effect

on you. and if you are really aware of her you will take

something from her in this scene. As we saw the scene today,

she might ave been quite non-existant —-thore seemed to be

no current between you.

The only other suavostion I could make is to worku»;

with objectives. Khan you first came into thc room it was
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not clear why you had come. \Your objective was not clear to

the audience. It was nofi taken through the scene.

In relation to Romeo and Juliet - I think it was

too slow and too subdued. Also, I thought it had no quality

of death in it. Three different people are meeting death in

that scene and when the Friar runs in and sees Romeo — hero

is somebody who is dead - I.did not feel in any way that

 

there was this consciousness of death. In chant of

Venice I felt there was a very interesting beginning of char—

acter. and that probably you were work 5 on character, both

of you, and that if you could develop what you are doing so

that you will get more shades, there is the germ of something

interesting there.

In the lust Othello, I would suagesfi to Valerie to

not more feeling of contact. You seemed not he react to any-

thing that was going through Othello's actions. I should

work quite simply on that scene just with contact.

Torfenoo:

I had an impression that in nearly every case the

words were learned. and their actions and movements placed on

top of the words. If that is done. I would szzgeat that you

make sure that every acfiion. or everything you do is fully

justified. Otherwise you will find that lots of little noun—

3 creep in which don't amounfi to a thi but  ingless th

cliCHES.
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There is another way of doing it: Read through

”Che piece md find out what it is about than, without using

the words at all, find where you can apply various parts of

the method very easily and slowly begin to act. Find out

what it is about. do it. and then as you are sure. feel

your way into the words. Another week thing was the feeling

of truth. The other points have already been mentioned.

Felicity:

In the first Othello, the form of Sam's action

seemed to some from physical necessity rather than artistic

creation. You clenched your fist because the tension was so

strong, instead of as Terry suggested. working out some sig-

nificant form and fitting your words to it. I should suggest

a feeling of form and ease. nary Lou did not steal the part

from San. but as she had a good deal of radiation. she could

have been more expressive.

Romeo and Juliet: Suggestion to Kurd. You had ex-

pression in your head and neck. but the rest of your body

seemed rather weak. I would suggest that whatever point of

the Method you take. use your whole body and make everything

significant.

For 1006:] I have a comment rather than a suggestion,

but it might help. You rather impressed me as a film which

has been stopped. For Elan; Lou, in Romeo and Juliet. What-

ever point you took in the method should come out more finally



4“
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in your voice. In The Lerchcnt of Venice. my suggestions

were similar to that of firs. Elmhirst.

In the last Othello: To Valerie I would say that

your movements Were rather week, so that the big movements

looked like small movements. It tave the impression of be-

ing modern and not big enough for Shakespeare. Therefore,I

should suggest attention to style, and taking also everything

with your whole body.

games:

Root of the things I wanted to say have been covered.

I felt very much that you had all worked on them alone, and

only for a little while in your work you were together in the

scene. Contact was necessary and the same style for the two

actors. The outstanding example was the first scene - Sam

and fiery Lou were acting in two different styles. If you had

worked more together you would have known each other's style.

Two most helpful things I feel would he objectives

for everybody. The long pauses did not hold the audience -

objectives would have held them. The third point: The bodies

were not eufficinotly expressive. Fourth point: For the fe-

male characters especially. If they had imagined more — if

they will imagine more the inner life or the characters, then

they will be able to increase their powers and hold the audi-

ence much more.
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Eleanor: \

I thought that one of the things would have been

more concentration so that they could have carried through

the line at a particular moment in the play. then go on to

the next thing. I thought they were varied and therefore

there was a certain amount of blur. The only other sugges-

tion was tlmt if you could realize more that you rely too

much on your voices. and if you could just realize that you

had your whole body to use as radiation and means of expres-

sion.

zx‘r. Chekhov;

31y suggestion is very simple because. first of all.

I do not think we have yet the right to judge our friends

from the point of View of interpretation. It is too early

for them and for us, because we do not know how they will de-

velop after getting some suggestions. Therefore, I will

avoid everything about interpretation for the time being.

In connection with the h‘ethodl I think we are not

yet able to require from our friends the use of psychological

gesture - it is too early. Justification: I am not sure that

you are quite sure of this. Therefore. these two points are

too early. Feeling of truth: I prefer-not to work with our

friends on the fooling; of truth for a while.

If I ask wool: whether it was well done or not well
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done, the answer cannot be given new because that was the

first attempt. The students have been here for one and a

half terms. and therefore it is too early to ask them to be

able to say whether it is well done or not because after

this fortnight, will show. us if they have anything. This

is the first stop. They have done this intelligently and

for this first stop there are many good things. But, the

second step will be absolutely decisive.

15y actual suggestion is that each point of the

Method must be when into consideration, atmosphere. objec-

tive. and others - everything you know already from the

Hethod. All these points need to be worked upon. There-

fore. I will not say there is a. look of contact or imagina-

tion — everything is still new. but many things are already

touched upon. You must think that you have to work on these

parts from all points of View. This is my first suggestion

and I must remind you that when I chose these scenes. I

chose them because they are so full of different colors of

figg, and this fire I have not soon. and this I regret.

Another fortnight will show us whether the fire is

there, and this is for me the most important thing that I an

new expecting of you. You will ask me how to get this fire

if you are actors. iviy answer is: All points of our het'nod

are nothing more than the means to get this fire. Properly

used atmosphere. objective, institution, - if the fire does
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not result, either the method is wrong or the person is not

.

a born actor. This is one thing.

EURHYTHLZY: . _

Second: Your bodies. The bodies are bound more

or loss in this or that scene. The most free expression I

get from certain movements of Herd. but sometimes I have

seen in him what Paul has seen — this movement which you do

because you are not free enough. But it is not bad

/\bocause your bodies can be developed easily) It does not

trouble me at all but I must point out the following: What

we are doing in our mmsium. This is very important and

necessary. But, there is another thing which is much more

er‘a_stic and fine and appealing to the depth of our artistic

souls and spirits — and that is Eurlwthw. If you take

Eurhythmy superficially. as something which is too soft,

then you are very wrong. Eurm/thw is built so that it can

awaken in us power which nothing else can. Eurhyth'ry must

be taken with the desire and will to receive it. some pa-

tients are going to a physician and are given drops but they

are not enough, and it is increased and increased until the

right amount is received. and the patient knows that it is

helping him. We must have the Homeopathic approach. We

have our strong thing" - {:mnasium. and we have our fine

type ox“ spiritual method in Eurhythmy. and please take it

with will and with desire to discover the whole depth of

Eurhythw, which will never come from gymnasium, although you

like it very much. It will develop certain a ility in you

but it can never be substituted for fmrwt‘my. Use the
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whole method with patience. Remember that the method is only

\

being used when it awakens in you firg. This is the signi-

ficance of Eurhythmy.

Mr. Chekhov to miss Crowtherx

Rurd's voice. fly impression is that Hurd has cer-

tain qualities in his appearance and his inner life which re-

quires that the voice be on the same level. but I hear Hurd‘s

voice hero. and Kurd is there.

SWVCH :

Miss Crowthcrl

Hurd has a naturally good quality of voice, but he

has a very bad accent. and he has as yet no control of vow—

els or consonants. and is not able to get any form in his

speech. He is not able to allow the warmth of his feeling

to come out because his vowels are not clear. Therefore. he

has a big handicap. (Hr. Chekhov: You must possess your

voice.) I feel that tho natural quality would be good but

it needs a great deal of development and much hard work for

Hurd. It will free you when you get your full ability.

I am speaking from just the amount of work we have

done - We have had such a short time. There are many things

which I feel could have come into the speech, although some

of you did try to bring your method in.~ A thing which would

help you most in your next stop is the feeling and knowledge

that you are not speaking prose. The voices on the other
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‘ hand. were very modem. They\belongod to our present day and

1 not to Shakespeare. (I think Alan spoke of mu conscious-

} mess.) That is, not half of the words were spoken conSciously.

I am afraid that as long as I work with you I will

‘ always as}: you to follow the method, and never will I ask you

to take W interpretation of a line. but I do, not agree with

Paul. We can work through our method. and got so much more

quality in the voice 'so that we can get the style we want.

This must come through an understanding of the method. The

‘ method. as for as you have gone. is to live in your conso—

nants. You must speak on the breath stream. If you have the

( breath through your sounds you will be able to get tho style

Another thing which perhaps we have

worked on a. little, not much. vowel sounds.

lz'r. Chekhov spoke of fire, and it is through our

vowel sounds that we are able to bring out this fire which is

inside. Ho bring all our emotions on our vowel sounds, but

they have to be carried by the consonants. They are very, very

important. I will still tal}: about consonants after three

years. The consonants must spring more and more into life,

because they help you to bring your vowel sounds into such

beauty that you can cover the consonant sounds. Of course we

heard many many times the voices on the throat, but this is

only to be expected new, but in the next fortnight try to

bring your voices more forward. so that you are not on your
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throats. One thing which will hold you back now is accent.

While we have our impure vowel sounds we cannot have good

quality of voice. The vowel sounds must be pure and the

consonmts clear. If you have rresture in your voice. you

can express through your voice the contact which we want to

get. Before we speak We must have our gesture of voice very

radiant. ~

One thing was mentioned which I think we could im-

prove a little, and that was the hurrying over the passages,

and of course the words. Finish one phrase then grip your

next phrase. One thing which will help a. great deal, and

which will come during the next few weeks. is the background

which in behind so much that Shakespearo given you, and this

will take away this thin. trivial quality that one hears in

the voice .

I-‘r. Chekhov:

A very important question arises. when Paul found

himself offended by this reciting ho was right. Nobody wants

to have that which we call "reciting“. I have found this

thing in all countries. There is always this confixsion be-

tween the real fire, when we first try to speak Shakespeare.

Through the fear before this bad thing we call "recitation;

we are afraid. ‘.:'hen this confusion is there then we are in

a quite hopeless state because we are afraid of this false

recitation. Then we shut the door to very important things.
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my method. properly taken. gives you the possibility to awaken

\

this fire.

Another side of this is the speech work which Miss

Crowther gives us - the ability to incorporate this fire in

‘proporly developed speech. All other methods are appealing

to physical parts of the diaphragm (there are many such

methods). Therefore. after much personal experience we have

chosen miss Crowthor'e method because it is deep enough to

get the fire from us. It is quite enough to give our whole

being fire. We are hear enough to this method through the

geaturao I give you. Therefore. if you hope to awaken your

fire by the method I give you alone. and will discord your“

speech work. you are standing only on one foot. Elsa crowthor

can touch up :52; recitation, and this is done at Dornaoh. put

we have to eombino these things and have really to develop

our speech method for the theatre. This method will lift us

up as music is able to lift the human being up to a certain

level. which is higher than our usual level. What Mr. Oppon-

heim told us today about music is true of our speech. and of

the method. Without this higher level we are not able to be

actors of the new theatre. As you know. our repertbry*will

be very varied and we must have ability to be at home with

everything in it. Therefore. there is no contradiction.

I must say again that really in spite of all these

things we have to expect from you, as new students. I an on
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many points very happy. and\ if in one fortnight you will show

an much ability. it will be marvelous.

PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDESI

You meet know that each group hue. of course, its

athice. ito unwritten rules. As we are from new on going to
1

work more and more concretely with two plays - Mr.

play Ei'hn Pomona-meg, and Henry Young's play

and perhaps later on with the fairy tale

Shdonoff' s

(:Snanieh Evoninz’] ,,N

[Ewe Kings which

ennui-Joan of L‘z'ojon which Beatrice

the more we are working for our

the more important this rule becomes. of course. you will

not be naked to sign a paper.

Terrence Morgan is exploring.

in at work.

future theatre.

bu’t ineidc ourselves we must

Sign this "paper," no it were. because the importzmt thing is

to be able to keep profeooizmal secrete.

There are family secrete; personal secrete. national
secrete - our ployo are our profeeeionnl aecroto. You have

w
friends. sisters. brothers. parents wh

~‘- ‘

work. but you have no right to tell them what we are doing

or are going to do here for our fixture theatre. The first

lose"on in that nobody outoido of ourselves is able to Judge

properly about our work, because they will have a certain

anticipation which can only be wrong as they are not we

i

‘

rhing
‘

here. but we are. If we discuss our work with ou‘b'sidors.

this judgment and criticism and wrong Lpinion which is formed
l
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around us will be there. and we will yay for it later on,

perhaps dearly. \

This is one side of the question. but there is

another which in more practical. and porhape more dangerous.

The theatre today needs and lacks play. ideas. themes. au-

thors. and repertory. Every theatre is chasing for them.

Insofar no we are still students it will bo‘a long time

before wo appear on the stage with our play. but rumors about

what we are doing. what we are preparing. can Jump to other

cities and other countries - to London. to Paris - so quickly

that before we are randy to present our plays the ideas

could already be dono by other groups or theatres.

Perhaps Dome of youlhavo already guessed what

story has been taken an a ground for Mr. Shdunoff'o play.

but it is only a ground on the play is a new conception. If

some of you were to mention it unwittingly. it might become

known and somebody might produce nucht: play. the idea or

which is so énticing for every theatre. and we would be

lost.

The same is true of Henry's play. If we speak

about tho idea of zho Sganinh Evening and the Commedia

doll'Arte. the idea will be takenJcnn ho taken,by others

and in a few weeks we will see it in London. It is too

important a theme not to be used. We must keep our profes-

sional secrets. This is too important not to be understood

and taken seriously by all of us-



n
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Then there is another point which is much simpler.

but it is in connection with\our preparatory work for the

new theatre. I refer to what we have done just new when our

young friends have performed and we gave them suggestions.

This in the "school" approach, and it is very good and useful

in the school. but it must be stopped definitely and entirely

when we are working as actore. Only the director and his

assistants have ears to hear and digest suggestions. The

director is happy to get suggestions and he will ask and

wait for them, but he will be absolutely unhappy if friends

and actors will give each other suggestions. If this 3093 on

then there is no need for the director, and.he must be die-

carded.

I know this from my work in Hoscow - we speak very

much and love to give euggcotiono - everybody suggcote to

everybody to do something 0190. Then the director cannot

recognize a oinglo one of bio ideas — he becomes helpless

and the actors become crazy. This cannot be allowed. for

the actor's sake and the director's sake.

The director is the porson who leads the actor.

and each director. good or bad. has a certain plan which

must be carried through carefully. with great patience and

understanding. The actors muet follow this plan if they

belong to the group which prepares the play. All suggestions

from outside break the plan of the director. and this broken
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plan will be very painful for the actors themselves. There-

fore. it is not possible to give suggestions or even discuse

the rehearsals with the other nature. If someone says, "How

beautiful you were today," this means w actor is spoiled.

Tomorrow he will be too deep. too strong. too weak. Such

things are very die'turbing to thodircctor who may never say

you are very good because he my went to say that in two

weeks time.

If anyorie of you known the source of the ground '_

work for Ear. Slxdunofi'e play. pleuee do not read it at this

time. ' If we read the source before we enter into the play

deeply enough. we will make the same mistake and take eug-

gee‘biono from the other side. Some idem: will nit in you

and disturb your work. LLr.‘ Shdanoff and I may want you to

read curtain passages. and we will tell you to do so at once.

In the same way. I do not think that our Method

should be epomm about, becauno it takes time to be worked

on. and to be lived. .


